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TRUKMĖ 

Klausymas 30 min. 

Skaitymas 60 min. 

Rašymas 90 min. 

Iš viso 3 val. 

 

NURODYMAI  

1. Gavę užduoties sąsiuvinį ir atsakymų lapą, pasitikrinkite, ar juose nėra tuščių lapų arba kito aiškiai 

matomo spausdinimo broko. Pastebėję praneškite egzamino vykdytojui. 

2. Įsitikinkite, kad atsakymų lapas pažymėtas lipduku, kurio numeris sutampa su jūsų eilės 

numeriu egzamino vykdymo protokole.  

3. Atsakymus į užduoties klausimus pirmiausia galite rašyti užduoties sąsiuvinyje. Jei neabejojate dėl 

atsakymo, iš karto rašykite atsakymų lape. Vertintojams bus pateikiamas tik atsakymų lapas!  

4. Atsakymų lape rašykite tik juodai rašančiu tušinuku tvarkingai ir įskaitomai. 

5. Saugokite atsakymų lapą (neįplėškite ir nesulamdykite), nesinaudokite trintuku ir koregavimo 

priemonėmis. Sugadintuose lapuose įrašyti atsakymai nebus vertinami. 

6. Atlikdami užduotis su pasirenkamaisiais atsakymais, atsakymų lape žymėkite tik vieną atsakymo 

variantą. Atlikdami kitas užduotis, atsakymus įrašykite tam skirtoje atsakymų lapo vietoje. Už ribų 

parašyti atsakymai nebus vertinami. 

7. Atlikdami klausymo testo užduotis, nepamirškite atsakymų įrašyti į atsakymų lapą. Klausymo testo 

pabaigoje skirtos dvi minutės klausymo testo atsakymams perrašyti į atsakymų lapą. 

8. Jeigu atlikdami rašymo testo užduotis naudojatės juodraščiu, kuriam palikta vietos sąsiuvinyje, 

pasilikite pakankamai laiko perrašyti savo darbą į atsakymų lapą. 

9. Atsakymų lape rašykite tik jums skirtose vietose, nerašykite vertintojų įrašams skirtose vietose. 

10. Neatlikę kurios nors užduoties, nenusiminkite ir stenkitės atlikti kitas. 

11. Atsakymų lape neturi būti užrašų ar kitokių ženklų, kurie leistų identifikuoti darbo autorių. 

12. Pasibaigus egzaminui, užduoties sąsiuvinį galite pasiimti.   

Linkime sėkmės! 
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DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 

 
 

I. LISTENING PAPER 
 

Duration: 30 minutes, 25 points. 
 

Part 1 (10 points, 1 point per item). You will hear people speaking in five different situations. For 

questions 1–10, choose the correct answer, A, B or C. There is an example (0). You will hear each 

situation twice. You now have 1 minute to look at the questions. 
 

Example (0). You will hear two friends speaking about student accommodation. 
 

0. What kind of accommodation is he going to choose? 

A a house  

B a flat   

C a dormitory  
 

00. Which factor is the most important?  

A price  

B friends  

C privacy    
 

Situation 1. You will hear an announcement about a competition. 
 

01. What are the competition requirements for participants? 

A to fit certain age limits  

B to have international recognition  

C to be studying photography  
 

02. What are the prizes? 

A an exhibition of personal photo collections  

B an album about the environment and culture  

C the best seats at the prize-giving event  
 

Situation 2. You will hear two friends speaking about charity marathons. 
 

03. What happened during the last marathon? 

A She injured herself.  

B She broke her record.  

C She won a medal.  
 

04. What type of weather is expected for the upcoming marathon?  

A wet  

B windy  

C warm  
 

Situation 3. You will hear two friends speaking about a summer job. 
 

05. Where did the woman work during the summer? 

A on a farm  

B at a school  

C in a shop  
 

06. What is she going to spend her money on? 

A an electric bike  

B new clothes  

C driving lessons  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET. 

YOU WILL HAVE 2 MINUTES AT THE END OF THE LISTENING TEST  
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Situation 4. You will hear the weather forecast. 
 

07. Which region should experience clear skies on Friday? 

A the west  

B the east  

C the north  
 

08. What is the common weather feature in all regions on Saturday? 

A It will be wet.  

B It will be sunny.  

C It will be misty.  
 

Situation 5. You will hear two friends speaking about their future. 
 

09. What does Ann suggest that John should do? 

A apply for university  

B stay at home  

C take a one-year break  
 

10. What does Ann want to do before starting her university course? 

A find a job  

B do some travelling  

C take a gap year  

 

Part 2 (4 points, 1 point per item). You will hear an interview with a student about a bag they sold through an 

online crowd-funding platform called ‘Kickstart’. For questions 11–14, choose the correct answer, A, B or C. 

There is an example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You now have 30 seconds to look at the questions. 
 

0. The main benefit of using Kickstart for this project has been 

A getting free advertising from enthusiastic supporters.   

B donating money to charity.  

C securing financial support quickly and easily.  
 

11. The students’ main motivation for setting up their business was 

A to learn more about their subject.  

B to learn to run a company.  

C to gain fame and fortune.  
 

12. The students decided to design their bag, because 

A they had learned how to do this at university.  

B there were no top-quality backpacks available.  

C they couldn’t find anything to suit their specific needs.  
 

13. The students feel their design is unique, because 

A other designers have not used magnet closures before.  

B it is convenient to get to the contents of the bag.  

C the contents of the pockets will stay dry in the rain.  
 

14. The major factor leading to the students’ success has been 

A getting the right advice and support.  

B their ability to absorb new information.  

C their positive attitude towards the project.  

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET. 

YOU WILL HAVE 2 MINUTES AT THE END OF THE LISTENING TEST  
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Part 3 (5 points, 1 point per item). You will hear some people speaking about the same book they have 

read recently. For questions 15–19, match the extracts that you hear with statements A–G. There is one 

statement that you do not need to use. There is an example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You 

now have 30 seconds to look at the questions. 

 
What does the speaker like about the book?                 

A  It encourages different thinking.  

B  It taught the reader to be persistent. 

C  It has historical value. 

D  It encourages discussion. 

E    It is useful to refer to more than once. 

F  It has many ideas worth writing down. 

G  It is available in digital format. 

 

  A B C D E F G  

0.  Example 0            

15.  Speaker 1             

16.  Speaker 2            

17.  Speaker 3             

18.  Speaker 4             

19.  Speaker 5             

 

 

Part 4 (6 points, 1 point per item). You will hear a journalist outlining the impact of technology on 

healthcare. For questions 20–25, complete the sentences. You may write one word only. Write the word 

exactly as you hear it. There is an example (0). You will hear the recording twice. You now have 1 minute 

to look at the questions. 

 

Increased access to data and internet-connected devices could have a huge (0)         impact         on 

medical services. Smartphones enable the medical records of patients to be accessed online by 

(20) __________________. Technology can help with administration, meaning that receptionists working 

in doctors’ surgeries are under less (21) __________________. Reasonably-priced wearable devices may 

lead to a (22) __________________ that will improve the health of many people. One study has shown 

that people approaching retirement accept the idea of attaching a (23) __________________ to their body 

to monitor the state of their overall fitness. As the devices we use every day are always connected to the 

internet, they are (24) __________________ to online attacks. Once security and privacy issues can be 

worked out, this (25) __________________ may help us all to be fit and healthy. 

  

NOW YOU HAVE 2 MINUTES TO TRANSFER YOUR ANSWERS ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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II. READING PAPER 

Duration: 60 minutes, 25 points. 
 

Part 1 (4 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read some advice on choosing a university course. 

For questions 26–29, choose the statement from A–F which best summarises each paragraph. There is 

one statement that you do not need to use. There is an example (0). 

 

How to choose a university course 
 

A Think about your motivation 

B Be ready to make changes 

C Look at the course content 

D Try to be honest with yourself 

E Get ready to study hard 

F Decide how you learn best 

 
0.      A      The most important consideration when choosing your course is asking yourself why you want 

to study in the first place. Is it because you can see your exciting career ahead? Or is it because 

you want to get specific knowledge? By questioning yourself now, you can work out the exact 

path you want your course to take you on. 

 

26. _____  It is difficult to get accepted onto popular courses, especially those which are in high demand. 

More importantly, some courses are hard to get in to, while others are too hard to succeed in 

completing. So you need to think carefully before applying for a competitive course. Are you 

sure you are capable of doing well in that course? 

 

27. _____  To avoid making mistakes, make sure you review the course outline of the course you want to 

apply for. The outline is usually available on the website of the university. Have a look at the 

topics and the types of learning, assignments and examination tasks involved. This will enable 

you to form a rough idea of what lies ahead for you.  

 

28. _____  Hopefully you have some idea by now of how you prefer to study. And hopefully the answer 

is not ‘by crossing my fingers as I walk into the exam hall.’ Some people study hard before 

final exams, others like regular tasks to keep them busy throughout the year. Some like to 

work in groups, others prefer to work individually. Choose whatever suits your study style and 

you will be more confident in your success. 

 

29. _____  Yes, this is an important decision. But if you get there and you realise you have made a 

terrible mistake, it is not too late. Talk to the university staff, and see if there are better options 

for you there. Don’t waste time staring at textbooks you have no interest in whatsoever. 

Remember, it is all about your passion – keep the excitement alive, and you will succeed. 
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Part 2 (6 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read a text about one of the oldest English 

documents. For questions 30–35, complete the text with the words from the box below. There are two 

words that you do not need to use. There is an example (0). 

 
Magna Carta 

 

belong     inspired     involved     made     means     opportunity     part     place     set 

 

Magna Carta, one of the most important and well-known documents of medieval England, 

(0)          inspired          the US Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The four 

surviving original copies of Magna Carta were brought together in 2015 for the first time in history. The 

event took (30) __________________ over three days and launched a year of celebrations across the UK 

and the world to mark the document’s 800th anniversary. 

Magna Carta, which (31) __________________ ‘Great Charter’ in Latin, was signed in 1215. The 

document is seen as the basis of Britain’s constitution, outlining a unique (32) __________________ of 

basic rights. It is believed that about 250 copies of the original manuscript were created and sent to legal 

and religious officials across the country to make sure it was carried out.  

Today there are four surviving copies of Magna Carta. Two copies (33) __________________ to 

the British Library, one copy is owned by Lincoln Cathedral and one by Salisbury Cathedral. All three 

organisations were (34) __________________ in the event, which was held at the British Library in 

London. 

Before the event, the library had said it would be a “unique (35) __________________ for 

researchers and the public to see the original surviving documents side-by-side.” 

 

 

Part 3 (7 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read an article written by a British student about 

being active in politics. Seven sentences have been removed from the text. For questions 36–42, choose 

from sentences A–I the one which best fits each gap. There is one sentence that you do not need to use. 

There is an example (0). 

 
Students should get involved in politics because they can help shape the political landscape 

 

A And who can blame them? 

B The decisions of those in power may be in full effect by the time you graduate. 

C It only takes minutes to find out what they are about and join them. 

D You can resist the title of ‘adult’ for a little bit longer. 

E But students can make it a major political achievement of the country. 

F During the event, politicians seriously encouraged young people to get involved in politics. 

G There are endless opportunities here to get involved in politics. 

H If students attended events like this one, they would be able to make a difference. 

I This, however, defeats one aim of studying in the first place: to prepare for your future. 
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We’ve heard it all before: the youth of today are not interested in politics. (0)    A    The distance 

between an ordinary student and the people in power can seem gigantic. But you shouldn’t feel put-off by 

politics, because it will affect you throughout your life.  

There is the comfort of being at university. (36) _____ Being a student is somewhere between being 

a teenager at home having to go to school, and living independently and actually (or hopefully) being 

employed. Sadly, though, all good things must come to an end, and eventually you have to become a 

responsible member of the society. However, many students at university choose to distance themselves 

from anything even remotely political. It’s fairly easy to go through university without getting involved 

with politics. (37) _____  

The truth is, whether or not a housing law is passed, or whether the Government is cutting jobs in a 

certain sector, these decisions will directly affect you when trying to make a living. Therefore, as part of 

growing up, you should start speaking up for what you believe in and university is a great place to do so. 

(38) _____ For example, one may start with question-and-answer sessions for the students’ union 

elections, or public debates on national issues. You don’t need to be a politics student to attend them and 

you could leave having learnt a lot.  

Events, such as the iDebate, also bring students closer to leading political figures. The most recent 

iDebate discussed the claim ‘British politics does nothing for young people’. (39) _____ One of them, 24-

year-old Member of Parliament Stuart Donaldson, said: “If you’re good enough, you’re old enough, so 

get involved.” There’s no denying the current political landscape fails to interest every single young 

person. But the fact that the young audience voted against the suggested claim at the end of the debate 

demonstrates how such events can narrow the gap between the ordinary student and the people in power. 

(40) _____ That’s why all students, at some point in their student life, should go to an event, protest or 

debate.  

In terms of protesting, the modern student activist has lots of resources. Social media has enabled 

students to protest or to organise protests in a much easier way. (41) _____ Online petitions have become 

the latest way to express agreement, or the opposite, regarding an issue. On websites such as Change.org, 

you can make a petition, and if you gather enough signatures, it gets free publicity. This is yet another 

opportunity for students to communicate with politicians. (42) _____ It will be too late to complain when 

you’re facing difficulties, so forming even a basic relationship with politics could be useful for your entire 

life. 

 

 

 

http://www.independent.co.uk/student/news/almost-100-of-students-want-to-see-the-uk-remain-in-the-eu-vote-at-idebate-event-in-leeds-reveals-a6850226.html
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Part 4 (8 points, 1 point per item). You are going to read a newspaper article about the benefits of 

living in the city. For questions 43–50, complete the answers by inserting no more than one word from 

the text. There is an example (0). 

 
Inner-city living makes for healthier and happier people 

 

Contrary to popular belief, busy city centres beat suburban living when it comes to human well-

being, as socialising and walking make for happier, healthier people. Downtown residents – packed 

together in tight row houses or apartment blocks – are more active and socially engaged than people who 

live in the suburbs, according to a report that aims to challenge popular beliefs about city life. Its authors 

said their findings should make politicians think again about their plans for built-up city living. 

“If we can convince policy makers that this is a public health opportunity, we can build well-designed 

communities, and in the long term you have made a big difference in health outcomes,” its co-author 

Chinmoy Sarkar told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “With evidence, we can plan multi-functional, 

attractive neighbourhoods that allow for physical activity and social interaction, and shield from pollution 

and crime.” 

The study – by Oxford University and the University of Hong Kong (UHK) – showed that in 22 

British cities people living in built-up residential areas had lower levels of obesity and exercised more 

than residents in scattered, suburban homes. “As cities get more and more compact, they become more 

walkable. In denser residential areas there are better designed and more attractive destinations. We are 

less dependent on our cars and use public transport more,” he said. Sarkar, assistant professor at UHK, 

said policies and planning needed to catch up with the data, rather than relying on urban myths about 

what makes cities work.  

The study showed that suburbs with about 18 homes per hectare – such as neighbourhoods near 

motorways, where driving is the only option – had the greatest rates of obesity and lowest rates of 

exercise. Suburban areas with few homes – often privileged communities with big gardens – were 

healthier than this but lagged behind the most densely populated areas in inner cities.  

Walking made the biggest difference, and social interaction and physical activity thrived best in 

compact communities. The study compared more than 400,000 residents of cities – including London, 

Glasgow and Cardiff – and found the best health came in areas with more than 32 homes per hectare, the 

average density for new building in Britain.  

Sarkar called into question British policies – such as laws to restrict suburban houses from dividing 

their plots and filling in more homes in gardens – which have sought to preserve suburbia’s open and 

emptier spaces. In January the government announced it would build 17 new towns and villages across 

the countryside in a bid to ease a chronic housing shortage. But Sarkar said policy makers should think 

again before building on green fields. 

Despite spiralling house prices and government targets to build a million homes by 2020, Britain’s 

restrictive planning system has prevented the development of densely populated areas due to fears that it 

would lead to high-rise, low-quality blocks of flats, according to a government paper released in 

February. London remains one of Europe’s most sparsely populated major cities compared to Madrid, 

Barcelona and Paris, and below the level of Milan, Berlin and Rome. The paper urged local authorities to 

reverse their long-standing opposition to built-up residential areas by highlighting London’s mansion 

blocks and terraced streets, all of which encourage a strong sense of neighbourhood. 
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0.  A recent report shows that inner-city living may            beat            life in the suburbs in terms of 

conditions for physical and social well-being.  

43.  The report seems to __________________ the ideas that many people have about life in cities.  

44.  Politicians need to understand that creating carefully thought-out and friendly neighbourhoods could 

lead to desirable __________________ in terms of healthcare over a longer time period.  

45.  For example, the authors of the report suggest that well-planned urban areas could _________________ 

their residents from unpleasant experiences.  

46.  Also, many popular recreational __________________ in inner city areas, such as cinemas and sports 

centres, can be reached by public transport.  

47.  Using public transport, however, is not the best __________________ if one lives out of town.  

48.  It turns out that the social and physical well-being of people within individual communities is directly 

related to the __________________ of residential areas.  

49.  Bearing in mind the need to develop new residential districts, one of the researchers proposes a 

different way to deal with the __________________ of places to live.  

50.  According to the report, life in densely populated areas will __________________ better social 

relations among the residents. 
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DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR EMAIL ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 

III. WRITING PAPER 

 

Duration: 90 minutes, 25 points. 

 

Part 1 (10 points). Write a semi-formal email.  

 

You recently attended a public lecture on effective time management. 

Write a semi-formal email to thank the speaker, a businessperson called Ms Williams. 

In your email: 

 say where and when you heard her lecture; 

 explain why you found it useful (give at least two reasons); 

 invite her to your school to do another talk on a different topic (suggest the topic). 

 

You should write at least 80 words. Please count the number of words and write the word count in the 

space below the email. Sign your email as Alex Brown. 

 

Notes and draft of the email 
 

       

 

Send 

    To...  katherine.williams@trainingcompany.org  
      

     Cc...    
      

  Subject:  Public Lecture  
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Part 2 (15 points). Write an essay on the following topic: 

People are losing the value of face-to-face communication.* 

What impact (positive or negative) might this have on human relationships? 
 

*face-to-face communication – talking to someone directly without the use of technology (not by phone, email, online, etc.) 
 

In your essay, give at least two arguments to support your opinion. 
 

You should write at least 180 words. Please count the number of words and write the word count in the 

space below the essay. 
 

Notes and draft of the essay 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFER YOUR ESSAY ONTO THE ANSWER SHEET 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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